OVAL 7 GRANDSTAND EXTENSION

Consideration

UQ Sport is working to provide improved facilities and services to meet the growing expectations of the students and staff at UQ. With the growing demand for high performance programs for UQ based students and visiting elite athletes (e.g. Brisbane Broncos, Netball Queensland), UQ Sport has relocated a high performance gym into the grandstand lower level which will provide a close by training facility to service rugby, rowing and external clients. Whilst UQ Sports manages with limited on site storage and some remote external storage, there is a pressing need to improve storage capacity at the grandstand to improve service to the athletics community and the clubs that operate in and around the track such as beach volleyball and touch rugby. The extension is designed to be in keeping with existing facilities with negligible visual impact when viewed from the campus academic core.

Description

The construction is a single level ground floor steel structure on concrete slab with internal dividers and roller shutters and wooden doors matching the existing doors on the south face of the building. Building will be clad in steel and cement board to match existing building and be finished with a flat roof below the height of level 1.
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